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ABSTRACT
We propose, as a testable hypothesis, a basin-scale approach for interpreting the abundance of in situ produced cosmogenic
isotopes, an approach which considers explicitly both the isotope and sediment flux through a drainage basin. Unlike most

existing models, which are appropriate for evaluating in situ produced cosmogenic isotope abundance at discrete points on
Earth’s surface, our model is designed for interpreting isotope abundance in sediment. Because sediment is a mixture of
materials, in favourable cases derived from throughout a drainage basin, we suggest that measured isotope abundances
may reflect spatially averaged rates of erosion. We investigate the assumptions and behaviour of our model and conclude
that it could provide geomorphologists with a relatively simple means by which to constrain the rate of landscape evolution
if a basin is in isotopic steady state and if sampled sediments are well mixed.
KEY WORDS Keywords: denudation rate; erosion; hillslope; modelling; cosmogenic isotopes; sediment budget

INTRODUCTION
In the past several decades, geomorphic research has focused on understanding process mechanics and rates
over relatively short time and length scales. Rates of erosion or denudation (mass loss from Earth’s surface)
are commonly determined with significant uncertainty by measuring the rate of active surface processes
(Saunders and Young, 1983) or the mass of material leaving a drainage basin (Milliman and Meade,
1983). Generating long-term rates from these contemporary measurements requires the assumption that process rates are constant. Because much of Earth’s surface has been disturbed by human activities and because
climate has changed on a variety of time scales, current rates may not be representative of those in the past
(Milliman and Meade, 1983). Prior work on sediment routing has considered the flux and storage of sediment in various reservoirs (colluvium, alluvium and the active channel) in order to estimate residence times
(Dietrich and Dunne, 1978) and erosion rates (Reneau and Dietrich, 1991; Reneau et al., 1989). These
measurements integrate the rate of sediment production and transport over thousands of years but only for small
portions of the landscape. There is great uncertainty in extrapolating these rates to large catchments.
Recent technological advances have allowed measurement of isotopes produced at Earth‘s surface by the
bombardment of cosmic rays (Elmore and Phillips, 1987). The abundance of these ‘cosmogenic’ isotopes,
once appropriate background and decay corrections have been made, is proportional to the integrated
cosmic ray exposure. Prior application of these isotope systems to geomorphic problems has primarily
involved samples collected from specific locations on ‘stable’ or ‘steadily eroding’ bedrock surfaces (Lal,
1991; Marti and Craig, 1987; Nishiizumi et al., 1991a; Phillips et al., 1990). Although these discrete data
are useful in some geological situations, rates need to be measured at much larger scales in order to (1)
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explain the geomorphic evolution of drainage basins, river systems, and mountain belts, and (2) determine
the relationship between erosion and climate and tectonism (Donnelly, 1982; Molnar and England, 1990;
Raymo and Ruddiman, 1988).
This paper proposes and begins to evaluate a new, sediment-based approach to determining basin-scale
rates of erosion, one which has the potential to broaden the scale at which cosmogenic isotope studies are
performed. Our approach is based on interpretive methods proposed by La1 and co-workers (La1 and
Arnold, 1985;La1 et af.,1987) and considers the flux of isotopes between reservoirs as proposed for meteoric
"Be by Brown et af.(1988). The equations we develop are similar to those developed by La1 (1988,1991) for
interpreting isotope abundance at a single point; however, our derivation, and the assumptions inherent to
our model, differs because we rely on sediment to integrate conditions over the eroding landscape. The
variables we use are defined in the Notation.
COSMOGENIC ISOTOPES
Isotopes, such as 36Cl,"Be and 26A1,are produced in the uppermost severalmetres of rock and soil primarily
by cosmic ray bombardment (Lal, 1988). These and other cosmogenic nuclides are also produced in the
atmosphere and rain out on rock surfaces; however, methods have been developed to separate meteoric
inputs from isotopes produced in situ (Kohl and Nishiizumi, 1992; Leavy, 1987; Nishiizumi et af., 1989).
In this paper we consider only the production of isotopes in rock and soil; we assume that samples have
been properly treated to remove any atmospherically produced nuclides.
In general, in situ cosmogenic isotope production is highest at Earth's surface and decreases rapidly with
depth. The production rate (P,) at any depth (x) and density of material (p) can be estimated if the surface
production rate (Po)is known (Lal, 1991):

The characteristic attenuation factor (A) has been shown to be roughly invariant at different locations on the
earth's surface (Brown et af., 1991b; Lal, 1991), but isotope production rates change with time, altitude,
latitude and the geometry of the exposed surface (Lal, 1991).
Prior research using terrestrially produced cosmogenic isotopeshas determined primarily erosion rates and/or
exposure ages of individual bedrock or boulder surfaces (Bierman, 1994). For example, 36Cl,26Al,
14Cand "Be
have been used to date landforms and measure erosion rates (Dockhorn et al., 1991;Jull et af.,1992; Klein et af.,
1986; Nishiizumi et al., 1991a,b;Phillips et af., 1990, 1991; Zreda et af., 1991). Antarctic, Hawaiian and North
American exposure ages and erosion rates have been measured using 3He and, to a lesser extent, "Ne (Cerling, 1990; 1991; Craig and Poreda, 1986; Kurz, 1986; Kurz et af.,1990; Marti and Craig, 1987).
Cosmogenic exposure ages and erosion rates are model values calculated using the equations shown in
Table I and reviewed in La1 (1991). The generation of these model rates and ages depends, sometimes
critically, on underlying assumptions (Bierman and Gillespie, 1991, 1992; Lal, 1991). Even though geological observations indicate that some simplifying assumptions such as 'no erosion' or 'steady-state
erosion' are not always valid (Bierman and Gillespie, 1991, 1992), cosmogenic isotope measurements
have been used to generate geomorphically valuable limiting ages and erosion rates at specific points on
the landscape. However, in order to understand the rate at which large-scale landscapes evolve, the erosion
rate at many individual points must be measured - an expensive and time-consuming proposition. This
paper explores the possibility that basin-scale erosion rates can be determined more easily by measuring
isotope concentration in sediment leaving the basin. Our purpose in presenting this model is to stimulate
discussion and encourage measurement of cosmogenic isotope abundance in sediment.
INTERPRETIVE MODEL
Our model considers the flux of sediment and cosmogenic isotopes into and out of various reservoirs on
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Table I. Interpretive models
Model

Material
analyzed

Steady-state erosion
(Lal, 1988, 1991)

Rock

Exposure age
(Lal, 1988, 1991)

Steady erosion
following exposure
(Lal, 1988, 1991)

Equation

-NX)

m=

N

Rock

Rock

-’x ( - ‘t)

t = --In

N =

1

-

po(l - e-(A+mA-’)t
X

+ mh-’

Assumptions

Result of violated
assumption

Surface eroding in pieces <<
scale depth of cosmic ray
penetration

Calculated rate depends on
time since last erosion
event. Could be over- or
underestimated

Isotope abundance controlled
by rate of erosion; more than
several metres of rock eroded
since initial exposure

Erosion rate overestimated

Surface has not eroded
since initial exposure

Exposure age is
underestimated

Isotope concentration at first
exposure is well characterized

Exposure age could be
over- or underestimated

Erosion at a constant rate
since initial exposure

Considering current
analytic and production
rate uncertainties, age and
erosion rate estimates are
imprecise (Gillespie and
Bierman, 1991)

Surface eroding in pieces <<
scale depth of cosmic ray
penetration
Isotope concentration at first
exposure is well characterized

Basin-wide erosion Sediment
rates
(this paper)

m = A(pLff -

Sediment transport Sediment tt =
(this paper)

‘dd

Average concentration is
representative

Calculated erosion rate can
be either over- or
underestimated

Erosion rate constant

Calculated erosion rate can
be either over- or
underestimated

Initial concentration well
characterized

Estimates are imprecise and
depend heavily on validity
of assumed initial
concentration

Average concentration is
representative

Earth’s surface. The crux of our model is the concept of isotopic and, as a result, landscape steady
state. If a basin o r fluvial system is in isotopic steady-state, the in-going isotope flux (IIN)and outgoing isotope flux (IOUT)
are equal. Such equality implies that the size of the isotope reservoir (NRES)
in the basin does not change. Our model assumes that ‘cross-basin’ contamination (such as aeolian
sediment input) and the ‘radiogenic’ production of the ‘cosmogenic’ isotope are either minimal or can be
determined.
In our model, the source of isotopes (IIN)is in situ production by cosmic ray bombardment; the sinks for
isotopes are transport out of the basin (ITRAN)
in sediment (ISED),
solution (IsoL)
and, in the case of unstable
isotopes, decay (ID).If the basin is in erosional equilibrium or steady-state, the flux of mass (MOUT) must
also be uniform. Figure 1 portrays this ‘isotope balance’ graphically. ZsoL represents only isotopes produced
in situ and released by the weathering process; it does not include those produced in the atmosphere and
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Figure 1 . Box model of cosmogenic isotope production and loss from an idealized basin in which mass loss is spatially and
temporally uniform

delivered to the basin by precipitation.

The use of a specific mineral phase, such as quartz, requires that production rates, sediment fluxes and solute
loadings specific to that mineral be used in the model equations we propose. We designate the use of a
specific mineral phase with the superscript ‘J’.
Basin-wide rates of denudation
On average, the concentration of in situ produced cosmogenic isotopes in sediment leaving a particular
basin is inversely related to the rate at which that basin is eroding. In a rapidly eroding basin, most rock
will be exposed to only a small number of cosmic rays before erosion and transport out of the basin; as a
result, isotope concentration will be low. In a slowly eroding basin, integrated cosmic ray exposure is much
greater and, consequently, isotope concentration will be much higher. The following sections examine these
deductions more quantitatively and consider several specific cases in detail.
Implicit in the development of our model are several assumptions (1) the rate of erosion is constant but not
necessarily spatially uniform; (2) the basin is in isotopic steady state, (3) sampled sediment is spatially and
temporally representative of all sediment leaving the basin, i.e. it is well mixed; (4) mass loss from the basin is
occurring primarily by surface lowering; ( 5 ) the mineral selected for isotopic analysis is uniformly distributed
through the basin.
Although it is difficult to test these assumptions rigorously, common sense suggests that there may be
certain landscapes or temporal and spatial scales at which they become increasingly valid. For example,
fieldwork can constrain the distribution of lithologies and the processes by which mass loss is occurring
over the basin surface. In larger basins, where sediment is supplied by numerous tributary systems, spatial
and temporal heterogeneity in isotope concentration will presumably be damped. The assumptions of isotopic and landscape steady-state behaviour are more difficult to evaluate. Many previous denudation-rate
studies have assumed steady rates of erosion even though such uniformity is difficult to verify a priori and
may be invalid for many landscapes. The assumption of isotopic steady-state is testable but the data are
sparse and uncertain. Later in this paper, we examine the likelihood that these assumptions are indeed valid
and discuss the sensitivity of our model to their violation.
In-going isotope $ux ( I I N ) .Each year, a certain number of cosmic rays, primarily secondary neutrons,
impinge upon a drainage basin. Cosmogenic isotopes are produced at a rate which is directly
proportional to the abundance of cosmic rays, an abundance which depends on magnetic field strength,
basin altitude, latitude and, for steep-walled basins, gross geometry.
Where elevation and latitude within the basin do not change more than several hundred metres or several
degrees, respectively, and slopes are less than 20°, the number of cosmogenic isotopes produced each year in
a specific mineralogy ( J ) can be calculated simply. This calculation integrates isotope production at the
ground surface (&)through depth (Equation 1) and considers the basin area (aT)and fractional abundance
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f of the mineral in which isotope concentration is measured.
r?o

I A =f

Jo pP{e-prh-'dx =f J aTPJA
O

(3)

For many moderately sized basins in stable cratons, Equation 3 should approximate reasonably the ingoing isotope flux. However, estimating the annual production of isotopes in terranes having greater relief
or extending over many degrees of latitude is more complex. For these basins, a spatially weighted average or
)
be calculated.
effective surface production rate ( P i e f fmust
In principal, (Po",ff)could be calculated by considering the altitude, latitude and exposure geometry of
every point in the basin. In practice, Pieffcan be calculated far more simply by considering the basin as dis0 and/or latitudes (5"). In each
crete subunits, each of which incorporates a smaller range of altitudes ( ~ 1 0 m)
of these subunits, an average slope can be calculated which will account for the large-scale geometric effect
(G) on cosmic ray flux (Nishiizumi et al., 1989). For our model, small-scale surface roughness, a boulder for
instance, is unimportant because we are only interested in the total isotope production in a subunit, not
the distribution of production within that subunit. Furthermore, because isotope production rates are
much more sensitive to changes in elevation than latitude (Lal, 1991), latitude corrections are relatively
unimportant in basins spanning less than 5 to lo".
The effective production rate for a basin can be calculated by considering elevation (E), latitude (L) and
geometry (G) correction factors for n subunits representing the basin. The area of the basin at subunit
elevation z is denoted by ai.

Pieff=

.
--c
I

'T

z=n

.-

aiPiEiLiGi

(4)

i=l

Methods for calculating the elevation, latitude and geometry corrections have been presented and are based
on theory and contemporary neutron flux data (Lal, 1991);however, the paucity of cosmogenic isotope data
from well-dated geomorphic surfaces makes it difficult to determine the actual accuracy and precision of
these correction procedures. In heavily vegetated basins, an additional correction (likely only several per
cent) could be applied for the cosmic rays absorbed by organic matter before reaching the ground surface.
Isotope inventory within basin (NREs). The concept of isotope balance or steady-state is not an intuitive
one and requires further elaboration. In order for a basin to be in isotopic steady-state, the in-going and
out-going isotope flux must be equal and the reservoir size (NRES)must be constant. The isotopic
reservoir (NRES) is the total number of in situ produced cosmogenic isotopes residing in the basin at a
particular time.
In most cases, calculating the size of the isotope reservoir is neither straightforward nor possible. However, if we assume the simplest case - spatially and temporally uniform erosion - we can use Lal's work
to calculate reservoir size. La1 (1991) showed that the concentration of in situ produced cosmogenic isotopes
(C,) can be calculated for a point at depth x in a profile if the surface is eroding at a steady rate where E is the
rate of erosion and X is the decay constant of the measured isotope.

Although La1 developed this formula by considering a single point on the eroding landscape, by integration
it can be used to calculate the mineral-specific isotope inventory (NiES(,,J in an entire basin if the rate of
mass loss (fi)is spatially and temporally uniform.
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where

It is tempting to apply Equation 7 to a landscape in which the erosion rates are spatially non-uniform by
calculating a spatially averaged rate of mass loss (fi)and an effective production rate. Unfortunately, doing
so will not provide an accurate estimate of reservoir size. Consider a landscape made up of three blocks, each
losing mass at a steady but different rate (ml,1112, m3):

fJ a 2 P i h f Ja3P{h
+ + m2A-l + X + m 3 k 1+ A f

f JalP l A
mlk’ X

fJaTP{eRA
mA-l+ X

The reservoir for each block can be calculated and the sum is found to differ from that calculated using
the average erosion rate (Figure 2, Table 11). This discrepancy is caused by the relative importance of the
decay correction, represented by A, which differs in relative importance for each erosion rate. From this
observation, we conclude that a particular, spatially averaged erosion rate does not correspond uniquely
to an isotope reservoir size; rather, NiEs(mlis an idiosyncratic function of the spatial variability and
magnitude of erosion rates within the basin. Nevertheless, Figure 2, Table I1 and additional calculations
we have made show that for long-lived radionuclides the error introduced by spatial heterogeneity is rather
low, particularly at erosion rates > lOmMa-’. In many geological environments the erosion rates are
higher than this (Saunders and Young, 1983). The use of stable nuclides, such as 3He and 21Ne,bypasses
the decay correction altogether.
Out-going isotopeflux (Iorrr). In situ produced cosmogenic isotopes can leave a drainage basin by several
means. They can be transported in sediment, dissolved and removed in solution or adsorbed to particle
surfaces, and, in the case of unstable nuclides, they can be lost by decay.
Consider the average isotope concentration (C&) in a specific mineral phase leaving a drainage basin
both as a solute and in sediment. This concentration is determined by the mineral-specific mass flux
(MAUT)and isotope flux (I+RAN)carried out of the basin by transport in sediments (MiED)and in solution
(MioL).The mineral-specific solute flux of an in situ produced isotope is defined as I&,/M& and represents the loss of that in situ produced isotope from the basin by the chemical weathering and dissolution
of sediments and bedrock. It is important to realize that MioL represents only the nuclides resulting from
production in situ and released by dissolution of the mineral phase of interest. In most cases, meteoric input
AREA1 --marrlorsra&=l(kn
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Figure 2. Schematicmodel of basin having ten-fold higher erosion rate over 5 per cent of area (e.g. mountainous terrain?). Production
rate is higher by a factor of three in area of high erosion. Basin area, 10 km’. See Table I1 for model data
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of nuclides produced in the atmosphere will overshadow MioL by orders of magnitude.

If we measure isotope abundance in well-mixed sediment leaving a basin, we determine the average isotope
abundance in sediment, C&D. If we assume either that there is no loss in solution (I& and MioL = 0) or
that C E D = CioL,
the case if solution occurs at a similar rate on all grains, then:

The flux of a particular isotope transported out of a basin (I+MN)
is directly proportional to the mass of
in that mass. The mass of
the mineral leaving the basin (M&T) and the concentration of the isotope
the
a specific mineral leaving the basin (MAUT)is the product of the spatially averaged rate of mass loss (m),
basin area (aT),and the mineral’s abundance ( f J ) .

(ciRAN)

J

J

J

ITRAN = C+MNMOUTand MoUT

= aTmf

J

and

CiMN

= C&D

(11)

= C&DaTriifJ
(12)
Calculation of basin-wide average denudation rate ( m ) . For a stable cosmogenic nuclide, such as 21Ne,the
nuclide concentration in outgoing sediment ( C E D ) is inversely proportional to the rate at which mass is
removed from the basin (m).For an unstable nuclide, the situation is more complex because some
J
ID.
isotopes are lost to decay, I,,J = Z&,N
Initially, we consider the simple case of a stable nuclide lost from a basin only by sediment transport. If the
basin has been losing mass at a steady rate and the total isotope flux into and out of the basin are equal, we
substitute Equations 3, 4 and 12 to solve for the basin-wide average rate of mass loss:

+

f JaTPieffA
= C&DaTmf

(13)

The rate of mass loss (tii) calculated using Equation 14 represents a basin-wide average even if rates of
mass loss vary spatially within the basin. The rate is analogous to that which would be calculated by spreading a measured sediment volume of known age back over the landscape from which it was derived. The calculated rate of mass loss can be converted to a soil or bedrock lowering rate using the appropriate density.
If one considers the case of an unstable nuclide, Equation 13 must be modified to include isotope loss by
decay.

IA = Z’MN + I,J

(15)
In order to account for loss by decay, the basin-wide isotope inventory (NLES)must be calculated and the
decay constant for the isotope (A) considered:

I; = X N ~ ~ ~
(16)
As discussed above, the basin-wide inventory (Ni&) can only be calculated accurately only if the erosion
rate is spatially uniform, a geologically unusual circumstance. However, if we accept the assumptions of
spatially uniform erosion and C&D = CoL, substituting Equations 3, 4, 7 and 12 into Equation 15 and
multiplying both sides by mA-‘ + A, we can solve for the rate of mass loss:
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The assumption of spatially uniform erosion rates is restrictive enough that equation 18 will be of
diminished utility in many geological situations. However, cosmogenic radionuclides such as 26A1 and
"Be may still be useful tools for understanding the cosmic ray exposure history of sediments in terms of
basin-wide erosion rates. If erosion rates throughout the basin are high enough (more than several metres
per Ma) and sediment storage times are short enough ( < several hundred thousand years) the loss by decay
for these long-lived isotopes will be minimal and the ZA term can be neglected. Isotope concentration can
then be interpreted using Equation 14 because "Be and 26A1will behave as 'stable' isotopes.
The equations we have developed for interpreting in situ produced cosmogenic isotope abundance in
sediment have the same form as those developed by La1 and others for interpreting isotope abundance
at a single point on the landscape (Table I). Although the two sets of equations are developed at widely
differing scales using different specific assumptions, the similarity in form is not surprising if one considers
that both derivations are based on isotope balance and the maintenance of an isotopic steady-state.
Lal's equations for steady-state erosion at a point are derived by integrating the cosmic ray exposure
that a parcel of rock receives as erosion moves it towards the surface (Lal, 1991). In Lal's development,
isotopes are produced in the column of rock by cosmic rays and lost both by decay and erosion from
the rock surface. Our derivation is similar in that it considers isotope production, decay and loss by erosion.
It differs in that these isotope fluxes are considered for an entire drainage basin. By considering the
basin scale, we (1) suggest that isotope concentrations in sediment can be used to calculate spatially averaged
rates of mass loss, and (2) provide a framework for testing empirically the assumptions inherent in such
calculations.
Sediment transport
After eroding off hillslopes, sediment is transported by streams and temporarily stored in alluvial deposits.
Sediment samples are collections of grains, each of which has its own particular cosmic ray exposure history
both prior to and after entering the fluvial system. Measurements of isotope abundance in samples of sandsize material reflect the average history of thousands of individual grains, whereas measurements made of a
single cobble reflect only the idiosyncratic history of that particular piece of sediment.
It is tempting to use cosmogenic isotope abundance to learn more about the rate and character of sediment
transport. Unfortunately, the dynamics of sediment movement and storage complicate the interpretation of
isotope abundance. For example, during fluvial transport, each grain resides for varying amounts of time
and at various depths in bedforms, bars and terraces. In large rivers, much of the cosmic ray flux will be
absorbed by the water, lowering the rate at which isotopes are produced. Therefore, over time, each grain
experiences a variety of production rates related to burial depth and position in the channel.
In order to illustrate the complexities of interpreting isotope abundance in terms of sediment transport, we
present a simple interpretive model. The model assumes that when a packet of sediment enters a channel
reach, it contains a certain abundance of cosmogenic nuclides (Cinit).Isotope production during subsequent
storage and transport is a function of effective production rate and exposure duration. Exposure duration
( t J reflects the average time taken by grains in a sample to transit a particular reach. Effective production rate (PteK) is determined by the depth at which the grains have been transported. Unless one
of these variables can be determined independently, deconvolving the effects of burial depth and transit
time requires measuring two isotopes having different half-lives and solving two model equations
simultaneously.
The simultaneous solution for two isotopes is analogous to the general problem of exposure and
steady erosion (Lal, 1988; 1991; Nishiizumi et al., 1991a). Although two isotope solutions are tractable,
uncertainty in measurement and production rates causes the results to be quite imprecise (Gillespie and
Bierman, 1991; Nishiizumi et af., 1991a). If geological evidence can be used to constrain the magnitude of
either t, or Pteff,then the problem is simplified and a solution can be stated with higher precision, although
the accuracy depends on the validity of the geological interpretation. In addition to measurement uncertainties, the isotope concentration at the beginning of transport must be constrained by field measurement and
the untestable assumption of similar input concentration in the past.
The change in isotope concentration ( N ) as a function of transport time ( t t ) reflects both the effective rate
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of production during transit (Pteff)and, in the case of a radionuclide, decay.

We integrate Equation 19 with respect to transit time ( t t )and solve for c, the constant of integration at tt = 0
and C = Cinit.

1

tt = - -ln(Pt eff

x

t, = - -ln(P,
1
A

- CX)

- CA) + c

1

c = -ln(P,
efi - cinit~)
X

+ %ln(P,
1
eg - CinitX)

tt = -In
1
A

("

eff - Cinith)
Pteff- CX

From the effective production rate, Pteff,an effective depth of irradiation during transport (xeff)can be
calculated using Equation 1:

The effectivedepth ( x , ~ )is not straightforward to interpret geomorphically. For instance, xefffor a packet of
sediment (e = 1.3) which spent of half its transit time at the surface and half at a depth of 10 m would be the
same as xefffor a packet of sediment which travelled consistently at a depth of about 1 m.
The complexitiesand uncertainties resulting from long-term sediment storage during transport down-river
may well preclude the interpretation of in situ produced isotope abundances in terms of sediment transit
times, particularly in large river systems.
VALIDITY OF MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
Several important assumptions constrain the development and application of our model. First, isotope concentration in sediment samples must be representative of isotope concentration in all mass leaving the basin.
Second, sediment transport and production must occur at a constant rate. Below, we use geomorphic observations and simple modelling to argue that there may be landscapes and length scales at which these assumptions are sufficientlyvalid to allow calculation of meaningful estimates of basin-wide average erosion rates.
Is the measured isotope concentration representative?
There are certain geomorphic environments in which sediment is more likely to be well mixed and representative of the basin-wide average value. For example, if most sediment is delivered to the channel by slow
and relatively continuous processes, such as soil creep, isotope concentration in sediment sampled from a
particular place will not vary greatly over time. However, if most sediment is delivered to the channel by
episodic, deep-seated landslides, 'isotope-poor' packets of sediment will periodically inundate the stream.
The degree to which these discrete sediment delivery events skew measured isotope abundances will depend
on landslide frequency and size, the cosmic ray exposure of the material before landsliding, the proportion of
the annual sediment load delivered by landslides, and the efficiency with which sediments are mixed during
transport downstream.
We suspect that both spatial and temporal variability in isotope concentration will be inversely related to
stream order. Low-order tributary streams and the adjacent hillslopes are usually steep. Sediment is stored in
the channel for periods averaging only hundreds of years before being scoured downstream (Benda and
Dunne, 1987). Conversely, high-order streams are generally less steep. Lower gradients slow sediment transport, increase sediment storage volume and time in floodplains, and make less likely direct sediment input by
episodic mass movements (Dietrich and Dunne, 1978). In addition, sediment in higher-order streams is a
mixture of sediment delivered by low-order tributaries. Such mixing, along with longer average sediment
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residence times in higher-order streams, should reduce the variability in isotope concentration by lessening
the effect of sediment input from any particular tributary. To the extent that the sampled sediment is well
mixed and therefore representative, the basin-wide average rate of erosion will be calculated more
accurately. However, if sediment storage time approaches the half life of the isotope being measured, the
calculated erosion rate will be less accurate.

Can erosion rate be considered constant?
The variability of past denudation rates is difficult to determine directly. There are landscapes, such as
those that have been glaciated or those that have experienced significant climate changes, for which the
rate of denudation is likely to have changed significantly with time. If basin-wide erosion occurs episodically, model denudation rates will be a function of the time since the last erosion event occurred and
may actually over- or underestimate long-term rates of denudation (Figure 3). If denudation rate changes
with time, the isotope systems, unlike sediment yield, can be buffered in their response. For example, stripping of shallow surface soils could dramatically increase sediment yield while only marginally decreasing the
average abundance of cosmogenic nuclides in the sediment. Conversely, deep gullying would both increase
the sediment yield and decrease significantly isotope abundance as soil and weathered regolith, previously
shielded from cosmic rays, were eroded.
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The amount of time which must pass before isotope abundance reflects a new rate of erosion is controlled
by the isotope half-life and the slower of the two denudation rates. The magnitude of the inaccuracy introduced by changing denudation rates or by episodic erosion depends on the denudation rate, the depth and
temporal spacing of erosion events, and the half-life of the measured isotope. Simple calculations that we
have made suggest that shallow soil loss (0.5 m) caused by human activity will change calculated denudation
rates by < 30 per cent.
We have made calculations which illustrate the response of an idealized drainage basin to three-fold
changes in erosion rate (Figure 3). These calculations assume analysis of a stable isotope, well-mixed sediment (C& = C&) and no sediment storage. Changing erosion rates in a step function at 10 ka and 100 ka,
we consider the departure of the sediment-based denudation rate from both the long-term average and the
time-specific rate of denudation. We made these calculations by solving analytically the depth vs. isotope
abundance equations of La1 for changing erosion rates. Per cent error is calculated as the difference between
the erosion rate calculated from the isotope concentration in sediment and the current and long-term average,
erosion rates.
Our calculations (Figure 3A, B) show that at relatively high erosion rates (50-150 m Ma-'), isotope
concentrations in sediment will respond rapidly (10-20 ka) to a three- fold change in erosion rate. At lower
erosion rates (0.5-1.5 m Ma-') the response time is much longer and isotope concentration remains out of
equilibrium with the current erosion rate after 100 ka (Figure 3C, D).
The response time of isotope concentration to changes in erosion rate is directly related to the rate at
which denudation is occurring. After 2-3 m of material have been removed from the land surface, memory
of the prior erosion rate is effectively erased, error in relation to the present erosion rate is minimized and
error in relation to the long-term average erosion rate is maximized. Conversely, if less than 2 m of material
are removed during an erosion cycle, isotope concentration will not reach equilibrium with the new erosion
rate and deviation from the long-term average will be minimized. These calculations are encouraging
because they suggest that in cases where isotope concentration does not reach equilibrium with the new
erosion rate, long-term average erosion rates might be estimated with reasonable accuracy.
It is possible to test directly the assumption of steady-state behaviour using Equations 3 and 11 and a
stable isotope such as 2'Ne (or, at high denudation rates, long-lived radionuclides such as 26A1and "Be).
Such an approach is directly analogous to that employed by Brown et af. (1988). At steady state, the following equality is valid for stable or long-lived isotopes:
11, = IOUTI f J a T P O e f f h = B d U T C & A N

(23)

Demonstration of steady-state erosion requires quantification of the total mineral-specific mass flux (A?f&)
from the basin and the isotope concentration in that flux
The mass flux can be measured using
traditional techniques. The isotope concentration representative of all outbound material must be calculated considering the relative amount of material (in particular, the mineral fraction, J, in which the isotope
concentration is measured) that leaves the basin by solution, suspension and as bedload.
PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
To the best of our knowledge, few measurements of cosmogenic isotope abundance have been made in sediment. Nishiizumi et al. (1989) report "Be and 26A1abundances for quartz grains in till, and La1 et af. (1987)
report a single "Be measurement on presumably alluvial diamond in Zaire. We did not calculate model
denudation rates for the till samples (Nishiizumi el af., 1989) because they do not meet the steady-state
assumptions of our model. The source of the diamonds analysed by La1 is uncertain, precluding meaningful
interpretation of the data.
There are several considerations that limit the precision and accuracy of our approach. The production
rates of cosmogenic isotopes remain somewhat uncertain. Most production rate calibrations have been
made on surfaces no older than Late Pleistocene (Kurz et al., 1990; Nishiizumi et al., 1989; Zreda er al.,
1991); yet, there is reasonable evidence that the effective cosmic ray flux and the rates of isotope production
have not been constant over both shorter and longer time scales (Kurz et af.,1990; Leavy, 1987; Reedy et af.,
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1983; Stuiver and Quay, 1980; Tric et al., 1992). The effect of changes in isotope production rates on calculated rates of erosion will depend, in a complicated fashion, upon the erosion rate, the pattern of production
rate changes, and their duration. Because the uncertainties in the assumptions governing our model are
significant and because even relatively imprecise erosion rate data would be geomorphically valuable, we
have not considered explicitly the variability of isotope production with time. Our approach is supported
by data which suggest that 26A1and “Be production rates over the past million years are grossly similar
to those calculated from samples exposed for only the last 10000 years (Brown et al., 1991a; Nishiizumi
et a[., 1991a).
We are just beginning to measure cosmogenic isotope abundance in sediment and are making our
measurements in quartz because it is common and resists dissolution in many weathering environments, a
means by which isotope concentration could be biased. The production of 26A1 in quartz is sufficiently
high that the isotope abundance in sediment resulting from erosion rates < 1 km Ma-’ (1 mm a-I) should,
in principle, be detectable in quartz having 75-100ppm Al. Since erosion rates in much of the world are
lower than 1 km Ma-’, our hypothesis, if shown to be valid, could have wide application.
The reasoning we have presented suggests that our model is probably best applied to sediment collected
from higher-order streams in areas unaffected by deep landsliding or glaciation. In addition, the validity of
= CgoL remains untested. Studying cores or deposits may overcome problems assoassuming that CiED
ciated with the assumption of isotopic steady-state and sediment mixing, and in favourable cases may indicate both the age of the core (La1 and Arnold, 1985) and the variability in erosion rate or sediment sources
through time. However, for erosion rates calculated with our model to be of any value, landscapes and their
geologic history will need to be considered carefully on a case by case basis.
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NOTATION
ai= area of basin at subunit elevation z (cm2)
aT =total area of basin (cm2)
C = isotope abundance (atoms g-’)
C, =isotope abundance at ground surface (atoms g-I)
Cinit= isotope abundance at start of transport (atoms g-’)
C, =isotope abundance at depth x (atoms g-*)
CdUT= average isotope concentration in mineral J leaving basin (atoms g-’)
CIED= average isotope concentration in mineral J in sediment leaving basin (atoms g-’)
E, L, G = corrections for elevation, latitude and geometry
f = fractional abundance of mineral phase in which isotope abundance is measured
ID = in situ produced decay isotope flux (atoms a-’)
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ZIN = in situ produced incoming isotope flux (atoms a-')
ZoUT = in situ produced outgoing isotope flux (atoms a-l)
ZsED = in situ produced outgoing isotope flux in sediment (atoms a-I)
ZsoL = in situ produced outgoing isotope flux in solution (atoms a-')
Z T u N = in situ produced isotope flux transported out of basin (atoms a-I)
J = specific mineral phase
m = site specific rate of mass loss (g cmP2a-')
m = basin-wide average rate of mass loss (gcmP2a-I)
MIN=mass into reach of river or basin (g a-I)
MoUT= mass out of reach of river or basin (g a-')
N =isotope concentration (atoms g-')
NLs ),,( =mineral specific isotope inventory in basin of area uT at mass loss rate m (atoms)
Po = production rate at ground surface (atoms a-' g-*)
Po eff = effective basin-wide production rate at ground surface (atoms a-' g-')
Pt eff =effective production rate during transport (atoms a-' g-I)
P, =production rate at depth x (atoms a-I g-I)
P, eff = effective basin-wide production rate at depth x (atoms a-' g-I)
t = exposure age (a)
it = effective transport time or exposure duration (a)
x = depth below ground surface (cm)
x,ff = effective depth for irradiation during transport (cm)
z = elevation (m above MSL)
E = lowering (erosion) rate (cm a-')
X = decay constant (a-I)
A = attenuation factor (gcm-')
p = density ( g ~ m - ~ )
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